The electrical control elements for the organ at Our Saviours Church,
Lagos
This quick guide begins with the main components, starting at the console.

This is the key-switch/Direct On Line start
interface. The only connection to make here are the
ones at the bottom (A, B&C). These get connected
to the left-hand terminal block in the control box of
the left case. It's a bit tight around there – sorry!
There is an optional earth point too.

This is the control panel in the left case. It is part
of the direct on line system, and is the master to
the other two locations.
It has fused spurs for the 3 power supplies
(rectifiers, in organ builders parlance!)
The other spurs are for the Peterson swell engine
controller and the lighting for the left case. These
have to be permanently live (hot).

This is the panel in the right case. It is the first of
two slaves. It has an extra device in the box to
switch the low voltage from the master to 240
volts for the contactor control coil.
The spurs are similar to the left case panel.
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The third panel. This is the second slave. It simply
has one spur for the single power supply.

The connections for the mains inputs in each case, are the three right-hand terminals in the boxes.
They are split so that similar potentials are kept together. That is why the neutral and earth are
spaced apart from all the lives.
There is a loop-out from all the boxes, so that mains sockets for servicing etc. can be easily fed.
The two slave systems are activated by a low voltage feed from the power supplies in the left case.
There is a termination point provided in the master box for easy termination. The nearest point to
the box is probably the positive and negative supply to the Great off-note chest, or the Great C side
soundboard.
The organ (apart from at the console) can be started and stopped from the controls in the left case,
but not the other locations. The console key-switch has to be in the run position though (with the
key vertical).
Pressing the stop button at the two slave locations will turn the power off to that section for the
duration of the push. This is so, as the thermal trip on the contactor must loop through the switch, as
it's part of the trip/reset system.

Important:
The interconnecting control lines (shown in green) between the master an the slaves MUST be a
low voltage feed, originating from the rectifiers in the left case. Failure to observe this will result
in damage to the Crydom relays.
There is, however, another cable denoted by green. That's the switched mains feed to the console,
for the rectifier and pedal light. Sorry for any confusion.
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The following drawing was supplied a few weeks ago. The next few pages will use the colours of
the drawing to try and simplify the connections that have to be made.

In all the following, Red signifies live (mains) or positive (dc); Black signifies neutral (mains) or
negative (dc); Green signifies Earth.
Note that these colours should not be confused with those in the sketch above!
The 3-wire control from the console to the left case have different colours assigned to them for
clarity (I just used 3 random colours).
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From box in left
case (master)

Live feed

The two spur boxes in the console

Pedal light

One of the bottom “knock-outs” on the left box can be removed for any console overhead lighting if
needed.
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Connections for the console interface box

CB A

Supplementary
earth

To box in left
case (master)
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To same terminal
block in right case

From a 15v source in left case
(Great off-notes possibly nearest)

From console
Key-switch interface

Connections for the box in the left case

To console rectifier
and pedal light
To local mains sockets

Live feed
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To same terminal block
at the Royal Trumpet

Control from terminal
block in left case (15v)

Connections for the box in the right case

To local mains
sockets
Live feed

Control from terminal
block in right case (15v)

Connections for the box at the Royal Trumpet

To local mains
sockets
Live feed

The next two pages contain general schematics that will explain, in general terms, how the “front end” of
the system works.
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All the grey cables which appear on the originally supplied sketch relate to the data links between the
different sections of the organ. These all wire to, and from the “link protection boards” of the Solid State
organ components. Further information on this is supplied within the standard Solid State Logic
documentation.
Good luck with the installation! All the components for the mains control have been tested in the
workshop, and worked as expected. In the event that I have to amend anything in this document, it will
be put on part of my site. This will be at:
http://www.matfrygbr.co.uk/Organ_Electrics_Repository/Lagos/lagos_explained.pdf
Contact me at matthew@mander-organs.com
My personal email address is matfrygbr@netscape.net
If viewing this electronically, the links above can be clicked on.
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